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Abstract

In reservoir characterization, modeling the effects of production-related changes on elastic properties of the reservoir
is a very challenging task because of the non-uniqueness and uncertainty of reservoir system. However, the analysis
of 3-D and time-lapse seismic data has offered the possibility of dynamic characterization of the porosity and velocity
changes in the reservoir during hydrocarbon production using rock physics models and vertical information available
from the well logs. The changes in the fluid properties as production progresses was analysed using fluid substitution
and depth domain seismic velocity models. The result of the initial average porosity of the reservoirs was 29.50% with
a very low water saturation of 12%. The oil and gas drive maintained average saturation of 40% and 48% respectively.
The average compressional and shear wave velocities is 2905m/s and 1634m/s respectfully with velocity increasing
with decrease in porosity. However, in fluid substitution modeling, the results reflect a change in fluid properties
where average gas and oil saturation assume new status of 34% and 24% which indicates a decrease by 14% and 16%
respectively.The average water saturation increases by 30% with an average value of 42%. The decrease in
hydrocarbon saturation and increase in the water saturation influence the elastic moduli of the reservoir rocks,
pressure, temperature and porosity. Thus, porosity decreased by 4.16% which probably arose from the closure of the
aspect ratio crack due to pressure increase. The velocity depth model of the monitor shows significant increase in
velocity and water saturation that are gradually replacing hydrocarbon in the reservoir which is an indication of
reservoir depletion.
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close to zero (Gregory 1976). Consequently, the shear
wave velocity (Vs) is not sensitive to variations in pore
fluid content as compressional velocity (Vp).
Compressional velocity may travel through all materials
within the earth, but using it alone for depth modeling
and interpretation is ambiguous, but the inclusion of
shear wave data and modeling can significantly reduce
the ambiguity associated with interpreting seismic data
(Shillington et al. 2008). This signifies that
compressional and shear wave velocities are important
properties for improved local seismic event location and
seismic hazard studies (Afegbua et al. 2016).

Introduction
An objective approach to porosity modeling and
velocity depth imaging has been a subject of contention
among geophysicists. This argument is led by two
notable schools of thought, namely, those who believe
that true depth imaging is not possible and will never be
possible and those who hold on to a contrary view.
However, all arguments may have their places, but in
recent times, the subsurface porosity and velocity
modeling system have offered a solution for improved
depth imaging, reservoir monitoring, and management.
This has attracted the interest of geoscientists who also
recognized the importance of velocity in placing
constraints on subsurface variations in lithology,
porosity, and pore-fluid content (Stewart et al., 2003).
However, compressional and shear (S) wave velocities
are controlled by different elastic properties and their
ratio (Vp/Vs) have been greatly used in the science of
rock physics which link geophysical observations and
the physical properties of rocks. Fundamentally, the
seismic wave is elastic energy that travels within the
earth whose precise velocity depends on the rock types.
For instance, compressional waves travel through all
types of materials including solids, liquids, and gases.
Shear waves travel through solids but not through
liquids and gases because the shear modulus of a fluid is

Although determining their precise values and
modeling of their variations in siliciclastic sediment is a
serious challenge because of production-induced
changes in the reservoirs which may affect the reservoir
geometries and consequently, impact on reservoir fluid
saturation, pressure, porosity, and compressibility
properties ((Hermansen et al., 2000; Gambolati and
Teatini, 2015). Generally, hydrocarbon production is
associated with pore pressure, fluid saturation,
temperature, and porosity changes in the reservoir and
these have profound effects on seismic elastic properties
in a variety of ways, such that changes in elastic
reservoir properties over a time-lapse are considered a
function of changes in pore pressure and water
43
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saturation. Therefore, using rock-physics models, these
pore-filled fluid properties and their effects on porosity
and velocity at the in-situ condition of the reservoir was
modeled from the primary well logs. The time-lapse
porosity and velocity logs were derived from these
primary logs using forward modeling and integrated
with time-lapse seismic data to monitor the changes in
reservoir properties. The objective among others is to
monitor porosity and velocity changes arising from
hydrocarbon production in the reservoirs using well
logs and time-lapse seismic data which has recently
gained more popularity in imaging the effects of fluid
flow in a producing reservoir (Fanchi, 2001, Landrø,
2001, Pendrel 2006, and Lumely 2001). The influence
of fluid saturation on elastic properties of rocks in
porous media depends on pore geometry, fluid-phase
distribution, pressure, and saturation. This has been the
subject of many theoretical and experimental
investigations ( Gass, 1951; Biot, 1956; Wang, 1997;
Wylie et al., 1956, Geertsma 1961, Domenico, 1977 and
Murphy, 1984.
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logs, well tops, and check shot data that provides
velocity information required to calibrate the well log
with seismic reflection, 3D and time-lapse (4D) seismic
data acquired at different vintages. The well log data
consists of gamma-ray log, density log, compressional,
and shear wave slowness. The 3-D seismic data surveys
covered about 175kms2. The 3-D seismic data set was
acquired in the late nineteen eighties (1980s). In July
2012, a 3D reshoot/4D repeat acquisition was
completed over the field. As part of the time-lapse
processing, a subset of a repeated survey and the legacy
survey were processed through amplitude-preserving
processing for reservoir monitoring purposes. However,
the differences resulting from the acquisition design,
noise and other non-production related variations were
minimized between the two seismic surveys in a process
known as cross-equalization. The focus is to enhance
the repeatability of the surveys and reduce random data
variations while preserving and enhancing the presence
of production-related changes. The basic geometric
parameter used for 3-D and Time-Lapse seismic data
acquisition in the field is shown in Table 1.

Geological Setting of the Study Area
Calibration of Well Log to Seismic Data
The study area is located in Isomu Field in the coastal
swamp depobelt of the western Niger Delta (Fig. 1). The
Niger Delta basin ranks among the world's most prolific
provinces of hydrocarbons and its geology has been
discussed by several authors (Weber et al., 1987; Evamy
et al., 1978; Doust and Omatsola, 1990;). Reijers (2011)
stated that the productivity of the basin depends on its
strata package formed from a major regressive cycle
that resulted in the deposition of allocyclic units of
transgressive marine sand; marine shale, shoreface, and
fluvial. Cretaceous strata were first described by Short
and Stauble (1967) where three major lithostratigraphic
units were identified. They are (a) the prodelta facies
(Akata Formation), (b) the paralic delta front facies
(Agbada Formation), and (c) the continental facies
(Benin Formation). The Akata Formation is the oldest of
the three formations and serves as the source of rock
with ages ranging from Eocene to Recent (Reijers et al.,
1997 and Short and Stauble 1967). The Agbada
Formation is a hydrocarbon-bearing unit consisting
mainly of sandstones and intercalation of shales
(Okeugo et al. 2018). The Benin Formation is the
youngest and comprises the top part of the Niger Delta
clastic wedge, from the Benin–Onitsha area in the north
to beyond the coastline (Short and Stauble 1967).
Materials and Methods
The material used in this study includes suites of well

In well to seismic data correlation, a check shot data was
used to adjusts the sonic log velocities or the log timedepth curve to match the time-depth relationship obtain
from seismic data. Using this information, well logs indepth domain was scaled with seismic data by
converting well log depth to time using E-LOG
program. Statistical wavelet extraction was carried out
on the seismic data, basically to estimate the filter that
best fit the well log reflection coefficients to the input
seismic data at the well locations (Fig. 2a). The seismic
wavelet is in zero phase distance from the well with a
sampling rate of 2ms. The wavelet length and taper
length are 200 and 25ms respectively. The extracted
wavelet was applied to the original log to generate zero
offset synthetic traces where stretch and squeeze
operations were carried out on synthetic traces to
enhance the results as shown in Fig. 2b.
Timelapse Velocity and Porosity Modelling
In velocity modeling, compressional and shear wave
slowness at chosen depth intervals were estimated using
the information provided by the P-wave and shear wave
logs (Fig.3). For instance, at the depth interval of 6600ft,
the values of compressional and shear wave slowness
were estimated as 9500ft/s and 3250ft/s respectfully.
The compressional and shear wave slowness (feet per
second) were transformed into compressional (Vp) and
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Fig. 1: Map of Niger Delta showing the study area.
Table 1: Geometry of 3D Seismic (Base) Survey of Isomu Field

shear wave velocities (meters per second) using
equations 1 and 2, respectively.

Vp = Ätp x 0.305.......................................................(1)
Vs= Äts x 0.305.........................................................(2)
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Fig. 2a-b: (a) Statistical wavelet time response and (b) seismic to well ties.

Where Vp, Vs, Ätp, and Äts is the compressional
velocity, shear wave velocity, the interval transit time
recorded by compressional log, and shear sonic log
respectfully.
Similarly, density and gamma-ray values at the depth
were directly estimated from the well logs but in-situ
porosity values were calculated simply by transforming
the observed density data at the corresponding depths

into standard porosity measurements using equation 3.
ñma - ñb
Ö = ñb - ñf ............................................................(3)

Where Ö is porosity, ñma is the density of rock matrix,
taken to be 2,650kg/m3, ñb = observed bulk density
recorded by density tool, and ñf = Density of fluid, taken
to be 1,080 kg/m3.

Fig. 3: Isomu_1 showing Gamma ray log, Density log, Compressional and shear velocity logs
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The modeled porosity logs were cross-plotted with logderived velocity to obtain the porosity depth profile.
This represents the predevelopment porosity values of
the formation. However, to understand the changes in
reservoir porosity with stages of production, forward
modeling of the original logs were performed using the
Biot-Gassmann equation. The equation relates the bulk
modulus of a saturated rock (Ku), to the dry rock bulk
modulus (Kd), the solid grain modulus (Ks), the fluid
bulk modulus (Kf), and the porosity ö as shown in
equation 4.
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(10/15Hz,) and the velocity depth models were created.
The slices of velocity depth maps were extracted from
the velocity depth models and possible productionrelated changes were mapped.
Table 2: Fluid Parameters and their initial Values used in FRM

.........................(4)
Results and Discussions
Therefore, using E-LOG program, we specify the input
logs as P-wave, S-wave, and density. The analysis
windows were defined using tops. We assumed that
input density is known and porosity was set to be
calculated. Similarly, for S-wave, we assumed that
Castagna's equation is correct for wet case. Therefore, to
perform fluid replacement modeling on the wells, we
present three fluid scenarios such as water gas, oil.
However, the petrophysical parameters were specified
using matrix and fluid property calculator. The oil and
gas properties were calculated using FLAG 2014 Global
Oil Model and FLAG 2014 global respectively. The
calculation includes the bubble point effect which was
carried out using the standing equation of the bubble
point method (BPM). In matrix property calculation,
density, bulk, and shear modulus of the rock minerals
present in the reservoir were calculated using the
Hashin-Shrikman average. In fluid property
calculation, the menu calculated the density, bulk
modulus, and fluid saturations using the information
obtained from the PVT data and inferred postproduction data (Table 2). These pore-filled fluid
properties represent the in-situ condition that was used
to calculate effective elastic moduli and bulk densities
using theoretical models. These were applied and the
new P-wave, S-wave, and density logs that predict
changes in the elastic properties of the reservoir as a
result of changes in fluid content were generated. The
new time-lapse porosity log was calculated from the
density. Furthermore, the time-lapse logs were
integrated with 4-D seismic data to create a depth
domain profile of the time-lapse seismic velocity
model. However, using sample interval of 8ms in
seismic volume, we specify the domain type (depth),
range of the output model and create a depth domain
horizon in seismic data. Using the model filtering option
after interpolation, we applied a smoother model trace in
the output domain with the high cut frequency

The sensitivity of porosity and velocity to changes in
reservoirs fluid properties arising from hydrocarbon
production has been examined using rock physics
models. The porosity, gamma-ray, density,
compressional, and shear wave velocity values
computed from the well logs (Table 3). The zones under
consideration are between 5800ft and 8100ft with six
distinct reservoirs grouped as HD1000, HD2000,
HD2600, HD3000, and HD5000. These zones consist of
a vast total rock volume characterized by a thick sand
sequence with little non-reservoir characteristics. The
average porosity value of the reservoir is 29.50% with a
very low water saturation of 12%. The oil and gas drive
has average saturation of 40% and 48% respectively. A
very low water saturation complements a very high
hydrocarbon saturation value of 88%. The average
compressional and shear velocities are 2905m/s and
1634m/s respectfully. The in-situ condition of the
temperature, pressure and salinity content is 70deg,
2900psi, and 1500ppm respectively. As evident in table
2 and table 3, porosity varies with depth, low and high
porosity values also complement high and low-velocity
values respectfully. The cross-plot relation and crosssections between the porosity and velocity are shown in
Fig. 4a-b. The cross plot results indicate a clear
relationship between velocities and porosities (Fig.4b).
The results show variation in velocity and porosity with
depth where velocity increases with decrease in
porosity.
The identification of the prospect also involves the
observation made to identify velocity and porosity
response that can be related to hydrocarbon presence in
the reservoirs. The crossplot of velocity and porosity
color coded with porosity shows good separation
between sand and shale and between brine and oil sand.
A very low value of porosity and a very high value of
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Table 3: The in-situ log readings at selected depth points in Isomu-1

Fig. 4a-b: The cross plot of porosity versus velocity and (b) cross-section of the porosity in the Isomu_1.

velocity are defined by shale lithology as indicated in
the red color overlay the crossplot. However, high value
of porosity and low value of velocity defined the sand
lithology as indicated by blue (hydrocarbon) and green

(brine) color overlay. These zones are characterized by
hydrocarbon and brine saturation as indicated in the
reservoirs defined by the tops.
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Fig. 5: The well log response to fluid replacement modelling

(HD2000) were also evident the velocity depth model of
the base and monitor seismic data (Fig. 9a-b). In the
depth model of the base, velocity is very low especially
at the well locations which are an indication of
hydrocarbon charged sand. The relatively high velocity
in the central part of the slice is an indication of connate
water (blue color code) and formation pressure (pink
color code). However, in the velocity depth model of the
monitor, the reservoir shows a significant increase in
velocity that probably arises from an increase in water
saturation and pore pressure. The anomalous increase in
velocity in the monitor as a result of water replacing
hydrocarbon in the reservoir is an indication of reservoir
depletion.
Conclusion
Fig. 6: The histogram plot of time-lapse water saturation

The oil velocity maintained constant velocity at 2000Psi
but decreases with an increase in temperature (Fig.8c).
Gas velocity decreases with an increase in temperature
at a very low-temperature range of about 1-40degF but
increases with an increase in temperature from 40degF
(Fig.8d). Similarly, oil modulus increases linearly with
an increase in pressure and decreases with an increase in
temperature. Gas modulus increases with an increase in
pressure. However, pressure does not affect brine
modulus and brine density. The pressure and
temperature effects on these velocities are enhanced
with dissolved gas. Oil with dissolved gas maintained a
low velocity, density, and modulus when compared to
the oil without dissolved gas on GOR. However, the
effects of these new fluid conditions in the reservoirs

Effect of production-related changes on velocity and
porosity in the Coastal Swamp depobelt of the Niger
Delta have been examined using well logs and velocity
depth models of the base and monitored seismic data
acquired at different vintages. The objective, among
others, is to model the porosity and velocity changes
arising from hydrocarbon production in the reservoir.
The results showed significant changes in fluid
properties which affect in-situ porosity and velocity.
The average gas and oil saturation is 34% and 24%
respectively which indicates a decrease in gas and oil
saturation by 14% and 16% respectively. The water
saturation increase by 30% relative to 12% of the
connate water. The decrease in hydrocarbon saturation
and increase in water saturation is an indication of
reservoir depletion. The reservoir depletion is
accompanied by an increase in pore pressure which
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Fig. 7a-b: The histogram plot of time-lapse porosity and compressional wave velocity.

Fig. 8a-d: Effects of fluid properties on velocity under temperature and pressure
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gives rise to the closure of the aspect ratio crack. In these
new fluid conditions, porosity decreases by 4.16% and
also affects the elastic moduli of the rocks, transport
properties, and velocity. However, velocity increase
with an increase in pressure and decrease in porosity.
However, the effects of the fluid properties on the
velocity at varying temperature and pressure in the
reservoir show that velocity, density, and modulus of
oils increase with increasing pressure and decrease with
increasing temperature. The behavior of the fluid
properties on velocity was also analyzed using the
velocity depth model of 3-D and 4-D seismic data
acquired at different vintages. The results similarly
showed an increase in velocity in almost all well
locations in the depth model to monitor. This probably
results from production-related effects such as
increasing water saturation and pore pressure that
normally occur during hydrocarbon production.
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